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Volume 31, Number 1 

 

Welcome to 2012 – and how much has morris been high profile since I last wrote! I’ve heard 

references on the radio, on TV, on film and in the news. 

 

In December 2011, Stewart Lee on BBC Radio 2 had a great selection of guests including John 

Kirkpatrick, Ashley Hutchings, Mike Heaney and Laurel Swift. So good to listen to someone not 

making fun of morris for a change. I’m printing his blog to give a flavour of the themes in the 

show. 

 

In November 2011 Jarvis Cocker over on BBC6 music in conversation with Andrew Logan 

(featured in “The British Guide to Showing Off” film) was discussing the Norwich Kitwitches and 

morris dancing – wondering is it part of our psyche to dress up?  See the Kitwitches mentioned 

in the article by George Frampton. 

 

This issue includes a review of the film, “The Way of the Morris” and also one of the excellent 

DVD compilation, “A Health to the Barley Mow” along with the ‘insider’ musician’s view. 

 

A bit late for this issue to seek out opinions on it, but thanks to George Frampton for also 

alerting me to the old debate which seems to have resurfaced in Colchester, where someone is 

objecting to Chelmsford Morris blacking up. Has anyone else come across it?  I have included 
some thoughts from Roy Dommett touching on the subject.  

 

I am really enjoying reading (but will not finish in time to do a review of it) the biography of 

Maud Karpeles which I mentioned in the last issue, “Singing and Dancing wherever she goes”. I 

am amazed by the long-term struggles and privations she and Cecil Sharp went through in their 
American travels 100 years ago. I want to quote one line: “a nation with such huge coal stocks and 

the best railway system in the world could find itself unable to cope with a few falls of snow…” – no, not 

England but America! 

 

Alas, I have to include recognition of the deaths of two more characters in the morris world – 

we have lost both Norris Winstone (Win) of Kemp’s Men, a regular correspondent to this 

magazine, and Len Berry who helped to found the Kirtlington revival side and the Lamb Ale.  

 
Barry Goodman has been responding in various newspapers to the lack of formal support for 

morris at the Olympics and others focus on the suggestion of flash mobs to promote awareness 

of morris dancing.  I do hope morris gets a look in somewhere after all the publicity efforts.  

Long Lankin has some thoughts on it. 

 

Whatever you will be doing in the run up to the Olympics, enjoy your dancing. 

 

Beth 
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“It’s Got Bells On” 
 
I don't remember when I saw my first Morris Dance. I think it was sometime in the early 

seventies. My mum was working, I wasn't yet at school, and I spent a lot of time with my 

grand-dad. He'd been, or maybe was still, a rep for Colman's, the Norfolk based mustard 

company, who had diversified into providing wine and spirits. I have memories, though they 

may have become semi-fictionalised, of accompanying him to rural events - hunts, fetes and 

festivals - in forgotten places between Birmingham and Norwich, when he was invited by virtue 

of some commercial connection with the booze supply. 

 

I remember a fuzzy photograph of a brown corduroy, pre-school me with him, watching men in 

white on a patch of grass, leaping and dancing. I've looked for it but I can't find it. Maybe it 

never happened. But for me that was where the Morris was filed, for most of my life, in the ‘70s 

memories stash, in the past, something mysterious and beautiful and pastoral, and probably on 

the way out now, along with butterflies and wild flowers and birds that nest in hedgerows. 

 

But, like some threatened species making a comeback, over the last decade I've noticed the 

Morris, and various mutated species of traditional English dance, staging a slight return. At the 

folk-singer Martin Carthy’s 60th birthday show in Oxford, ten years ago, a Morris troupe took 

the stage before a crowd of thousands, and again, when I saw the Carthy clan gathered at the 

Royal Albert Hall five years back. 

 

A live art promoter in the village of Hovingham, on the Yorkshire moors, unexpectedly got 

Damian Barber's traditional dancers, the Black Swan Rappers, to open before one of my stand-

up comedy shows in the mid-noughties, stunning an initially skeptical crowd with their violent 

and virile performance. This year I invited the folk rock band Trembling Bells to appear in a 

season of music and comedy I was curating at the South Bank centre, and they brought with 
them the Belles of London City, a new all-female Morris trio. 

 

But my fondness for The Morris was sealed six years ago. 

 

My wife and I were married in the Forest of Dean, in her native Gloucestershire. Searching for 

something significant and local, she had booked the Forest Of Dean Morris Men for the 

reception, attended by fifty or so people, in a musky woodland cellar. We'd been married in a 

church that morning. My wife's a Catholic, and I am an atheist, but nonetheless I'll happily 

admit that the priest gave a great service, and the ritual elements added a real significance to 

the ceremony. That said, the service did represent for me a compromise I suppose, of the sort 

one must make in a marriage. I hadn't expected it, but the appearance of the Morris men that 

evening somehow squared the circle, and left me feeling that the old gods, too, had been paid 

their due. 
 

The Forest of Dean Morris Men came out of the black November night, all in white. They were 

accompanied by a "beast", in their particular case a man in the costume of a bright red stag, 

who excited all the young ladies, and intimidated the men. I normally hate dancing, or being 

the centre of attention in any way, but I felt no shame as my new wife and I were made to skip 

in circles round the stone walled cellar, and between and beneath sudden arches made of the 

Morris men's human hands, while the beast looked on approvingly and clacked its wooden 

hooves, draped in adoring women, scowled at by their temporarily cuckolded partners. 

 

It's no exaggeration to say that The Morris made our day, and in the dark times of exhaustion 

and 3am feeds, when the romance of your first meeting seems so far away, we reach back to 

the symbols we laid in store to give us strength at later dates, and I see the Morris once more. 

That's why, when Radio 2 asked me to narrate “It’s got Bells On”, I couldn't say no. I am 

forever in the dance's debt. 

 

Stewart Lee is a comedian 
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Norris ‘Win’ Winstone MBE, 1913-2011. 

    
Most of you reading this will already be aware, I’m sure, of the sad passing of Norris Winstone 
at the age of 98. Though when I say ‘sad’, I should add that the funeral was as jolly an event as 

possible under the circumstances, enlivened (if that’s the word I’m groping for, given the 

depredations of age, infirmity and alcohol) by the dancing of Kemp’s Men, the side which Win 

helped to form in 1953. Nor were they alone; over the years, Win had been connected with 

many other sides in one way or another, and men came from all corners of the country to help 

us celebrate his long and full life.  

 

For those who did not know him, let me try, briefly, to paint a picture. Physically, he was not an 

imposing figure: imagine, if you will, Winnie the Pooh pumping away at a somewhat battered 

melodeon. But his stature was measured in more than feet and inches. Take into account his 

contribution to music and dance in Norfolk, and he was a towering figure indeed. In fact, 

English music and the Morris were his abiding passions (though he also harboured an 

unaccountable enthusiasm for the Hawaiian steel guitar, which he played in a wartime trio - 

whether to entertain the troops or to deter the invader remains a matter for learned debate). 

 

When I first joined Kemp’s Men of Norwich in the mid-70’s, he had already retired from the 

teaching profession. But I soon came to realise that he had not given up teaching, and probably 

never would. Like any good teacher, he had an encyclopaedic knowledge of his subject, and a 

complete readiness to share it – though he was always receptive to different interpretations of 

the Morris, and supportive of those who, like me, tried to lead Kemp’s Men in new and 

occasionally ill-judged directions.  

 

He also had a prodigious memory. Wherever we danced 

in Norfolk, he would be approached by one ex-pupil or 

another, with a hesitant “Do you remember me, Mr 

Winstone?” – and I don’t remember seeing him stumped. 
What’s more, I have rarely met anyone who carried so 

many tunes in his head, while still finding room for an 

impressive collection of dreadful jokes, not always as 

politically correct as we would consider necessary today.  

 

 

 

For more than half a century, Win was a mainstay of the 

team, hardly missing a summer performance or winter 

practice session, and apparently as enduring as the 

tradition itself. Well into his 80’s, he continued to 

accompany the team on strenuous 3-day Whitsuntide 

tours, sleeping on village hall floors with the rest of us. 

The club’s AGMs were also illuminated by what became 

known as the ‘Winterval’, when he would distribute a 

selection of small, and sometimes slightly barbed 

presents, along with his genial observations on the year 

gone past. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Win at Wymondham, Norfolk in 2006 

during Kemp's Men 50th birthday 

weekend, a picture of a proud founder 

member (photo: Kemp’s Men archive) 
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His contribution, however, was not restricted to the side 

of which he was a founder member. Several others in the 

area benefited from his knowledge, his playing and his 

time. All three were given generously, and for no reward 

other than to see English traditional music and dance 

survive and flourish. I should add that Win’s enthusiasm 

encompassed social as well as ritual dance, teaching and 
playing for a country dance group on a weekly basis, 

providing one-to-one tuition for a number of aspiring 

musicians, and sharing his immense repertoire with 

anyone who cared to ask. 

 

In short, it is hard to think of anyone who has 

contributed so much, so generously, so consistently, and 

over such a long period of time to the enjoyment of 

English music and dance in our region – and even harder 

to imagine anyone making such a major contribution in 

such a modest and self-effacing way. 

 

 

David Robertson, Sometime dancer and foreman, 

Kemp’s Men of Norwich 

October 2011 

 

 

Editor’s Note: A well-deserved MBE was awarded to Win in 2009 for his services to folk music 

and dancing - a proper and fitting recognition of one man's passion for our English tradition and 
there are several very moving tributes on the Kemp’s Men website:  

http://www.btinternet.com/~djfalse/kemps/incriminating-evidence/a-parcel-of-rogues/norris-
win-winstone-mbe.html awarded to Win in 2009 for his services to folk music and  

I will miss his regular observations on what has been written in the pages of Morris Matters.  

Although I never met him, he seemed like an old friend; I was always pleased to receive his 

clear and thoughtful handwritten letters. The next article acknowledges the debt many people 

owe to Win’s breadth of knowledge… 

our  

 

 

Win in typical pose ( photo:Kemp’s Men 

archive) 
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Norwich: Dragons and Kemp – Tradition and Revival 
 

Historically, supernumerary characters such as the hobby horse, have been associated with 

Morris dancing – witness the Betley window at the Victoria and Albert Museum, or the painting 

‘The Thames at Richmond’ at the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge. However, my own story for 

this article starts – not in the cathedral city of Norwich – but 200 miles south-westwards in 

Salisbury, the location of one of my earliest morris-related projects. Its museum houses a 

twelve feet high processional giant and hobby horse associate, Hobnob. Information in the room 

tells you his history and the morris dancers who accompanied him throughout the centuries. I 

first visited Norwich in 1969 on holiday, when a visit to the Castle Museum seemed obligatory. I 

recall descending a flight of stairs into the central atrium and bookshop and seeing two dragon-

like effigies suspended from the ceiling, returning twice more over the next fifteen years. More 
was found when researching Plough Monday-related custom at the Vaughan Williams Memorial 

Library, via Richard Lane’s booklet ‘Snap: the Norwich Dragon’ – now a collector’s item 

according to the Dormouse Bookshop in Elm Hill.  

 

 

Norwich brings to mind William 

Kemp’s ‘Nine Daies Wonder’ when he 

danced a jig from London to the city 

in 1600. A plaque outside 

Maddermarket Theatre tells how he 

finished his dance by vaulting the 

five feet high wall opposite – no 

mean feat considering the hill’s 
incline. So, how does Norwich’s 

animal disguise custom intercalate 

with the Morris, especially since local 

teams have embraced it? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To bring things into context, John Forrest gives the earliest even vague reference to morris 

dancing in this country as 1458 at Bury St. Edmunds in Suffolk, when three silver cups having 

some such motif were left in a will. However, we have to wait until 1477 for any citation of 

presumably indigenous performance, when the Drapers’ Guild paid for morris as part of its 

contribution to the Midsummer Watch in London. There is also the popular notion that it was 

brought into the country by John of Gaunt circa 1367 who brought in a troupe of Moorish 

dancers from Spain. Unfortunately, only supposition and imagination fill the interim period, 

suffice to say that pageantry accompanying possible dance traditions was evident in this 

country.  

 

Norwich’s story seems to have begun in the days of Henry IV when a Guild of St. George in the 

city was known to have existed by 1389, the guild structure by which many English city 

traditions embraced civic pageantry elsewhere being already in place. In 1408, Norwich‘s Guild 

of St. George, agreed ‘to furnish priests with capes and the George shall go in procession and 
make conflict with the dragon, and keep his estate both days.’ An inventory from between then 

and 1417 included clothing and armour for the figure of St George, a helmet ‘gilt with crest and 

three ostrich feathers’, a ‘sword covered with velvet’, a number of banners, and a ‘dragon’.  

 

Plaque at Maddermarket Theatre (Photo: George Frampton) 
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It seems that there was some kind of ceremonial fight between George and the dragon, the 

latter seemingly evolving into the figure now known as ‘Snap’. Quoting from Richard Lane’s 

distilled references from accounts over an extensive period, the man who played St. George 

was paid for the privilege, sums of five to ten shillings being recorded (that’s 25-50 pence in 

modern-day currency). George rode on horseback and wore armour of beaten silver beneath 

which was a colourful toga made from expensive material and trimmed with fur. He carried a 

silver shield painted with the arms of the saint. His mount too wore armour, but in ensuing 
processions, this was carried by attendants.  

 

The pageant later introduced a St. Margaret character into it, as legend had it she was rescued 

from the dragon. The ‘snapdragon’ had ‘smoke and sparks belching from his fearsome mouth, 

his bat-like wings beating against his barrel-shaped body. He rushed from side to side, 

threatening the crowd which revelled in his comic malevolence. The man who operated the 

dragon was paid less than the saint’: four pence in 1420, rising to two shillings and four pence 

in 1429, falling back to twelve pence in 1500. The procession ended with a service in the 

Cathedral, but the ungodly worm was denied entry and the actor inside had to sit outside on a 

‘dragon’ stone.  

 

The Guild remained in existence during Edward VI’s reign, but with the death of Mary in 1558 

and the whole ensemble thought popish, it was ordered ‘that there shall be neither George nor 

Margaret, but for pastime the Dragon to come and show himself as in other years.’ Thus, the 

custom in part was salvaged by the civic authority, especially as most of the Guild members 

were involved in that. So, from originating as a saint’s day celebration on April 23rd, the feast 

evolved into a mayoral procession during Elizabethan times. In 1572, the event was moved to 

Midsummer’s Eve in June, but 130 years lapse before we can gauge how this took place.  

 

Elsewhere in Norwich, pageantry is exemplified with the installation of the mayor of Norwich 

such as in 1556, when there were three standing Pageants, two of which involved images of 

Moors with dart and target, bringing to mind the citation of ‘black boys’ at Salisbury being of 

similar genre. Whether these ‘moors’ equated to ‘morris’ dancers in either instance is unknown 

(or wishful thinking!):  

  

“This pageant was done by the waits of the City of Norwich. There was a scaffold made at St. 
Peters of Houndgate church styled round like a pavilion richly adorned full of targets with a 

morien (i.e. Moor) on the top standing naked with a target and a great dart in his hand …” and 

“There was in the parish of St. Johns, a great pageant standing between Mr. Persses (Percy?) 

and Richard Bates, which was like a great castle with a great gate thereunder like a city gate, 

and over the gate, a great castle with towers …and upon every tower a Morrian with his dart 

and his target …” 

 

But Norwich will always be associated with the epic 

‘nine daies wonder’ when William Kemp* (1549-

1603) danced 111 miles from London in March 

1600. Kemp was a principal actor for the Lord 

Chamberlain’s Men who staged many of the plays 

of unknown playwright William Shakespeare. He 

was famed for performing his ‘jigs’ (a short one-

man revue involving the various talents of the 

clown) as a part of an entr’acte. It is thought he 

had acquired ‘celebrity status’ at that time, and 

this somehow led to a rift between himself and 

Shakespeare in 1599. An alternative explanation is 

that theatres were ‘dark’ during Lent when his feat 

was attempted.  

 

                                                
* See Morris Matters  Vol 30, number 1 for more on William Kemp 

Image of William Kemp with pipe and tabor 

player Thomas Slye (from the front page of 

‘Nine Daies Wonder’) 
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There must have been a great deal of publicity when Kemp announced his intention to do his 

dance, thus explaining the large crowds, and audiences with the Lord Mayors of London and 

Norwich at the start and finish of his task. Kemp was to publish the whole thing afterwards – 

albeit to rebuff his detractors, as money was at stake, with sponsors and wagers to honour. His 

journey itself is of secondary interest here – the main points being how did Norwich and Norfolk 

interact with Kemp upon his revival, what pageantry was in place by which to welcome him, and 
how familiar the district was with the premise of Morris in the early seventeenth century. 

 

He entered Norfolk near Thetford on the seventh day accompanied by Thomas Slye his tabor 

player, his servant William Bee and overseer George Sprat who validated the expedition. The 

‘nine’ days weren’t continuous and allowed for stopovers in various places. That said, he 

entered Norwich about five weeks after leaving London, only to find the crowds tumultuous and 

expectant of his arrival, so much so that his ‘formal’ entry was delayed from Wednesday 

evening until the following Saturday so that ‘divers knights and gentlemen, together with their 

wives and children … might now have sufficient warning (of his arrival)’ He restarted his entry 

at St. Giles gate and, after having been met by Thomas Gilbert representing the citizenry, he 

continued to St. Stephen’s gate where he was met by the civic whifflers (of whom more later) 

who cleared his way through the crowds. Somehow he lost Sprat after leaping the churchyard 

wall at St. John’s so he could get to the mayor sooner, tearing a lady’s dress in the process! 

Sprat’s absence meant he had to do it all again the following Tuesday so the dance could be 

formally completed. Today, Kemp is commemorated in Norwich by a carving on an oak trunk in 

the city’s Chapelfield Gardens, sculpted by Mark Goldsworthy in 1999. 

 

I have already stated that Kemp was treated as a celebrity, as can be judged by the ornate 

costume worn in the line-drawings of him – hopefully, warm enough for that time of year! This 

does not answer the question ‘was Norwich already familiar with the concept of morris dancing?’ 

Researchers into early English drama have turned up a blank so far as civic-sponsored morris in 

Norwich is concerned, despite the plethora of sixteenth century data available in city records, so 

possibly not! John Forrest only cites four examples (apart from Kemp’s progress) for rural 

Norfolk during the seventeenth century, those being at East Harling near Thetford in 1633 (two 

citations), and at Felbrigg and Stiffkey in 1603 and 1635 respectively, when payments were 

made by private individuals for that purpose. 
 

Returning to the pageantry, we are told that up until 1735, the St. George’s Company organised 

the mayor-making which became ‘progressively more conspicuously sumptuous.’ The Puritan 

government of 1645 tried to ban such customs, and the mayor-making became more subdued 

until the Restoration in 1660. In 1698, Celia Fiennes visited Norwich and reported that: ‘there 

are a great many ceremonies in the choice and swearing of their mayor. They elect him the first 

of May and then prepare for his being sworn on Holy Thursday … hanging up flags, the colours 

of their companies and dress up pageants and there are plays and all sorts of shows that day, in 

little what is done at the Lord Mayor of London’s show …’ However, the use of Snap is not 

actually cited. 

 

In 1737, local historian Benjamin Mackerell recorded: ‘A whole week was given over to the 

event, which culminated in the mayor-making (Guild Day) on the Tuesday before Midsummer’s 

Eve … the entourage … proceeded on horseback to the retiring Mayor’s house where a 

substantial breakfast was provided. … a procession was then formed to go to the Cathedral with 

Snap leading the way, followed by four or six whifflers and two Dick fools, who cleared the way 

for the procession that followed … The Dragon (carried by a man in the body of it) gave great 

diversion to the common people; they always seem to fear it very much when it was near them, 

but looked upon it with pleasure when it was a little distance from them.’ 

 

By the turn of the nineteenth century, the Guild of St. George had acquired a neo-monopoly on 

the civic body, and its authority was challenged in 1829, resulting in its dissolution. Snap, along 

with various Guild acquisitions, was ceded to the city, who continued the mayor-making 

parades phasing out the lavish feast for thousands. In 1833, Mackie’s ‘Norfolk Annals’ recorded 
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that ‘the Mayor entertained 1100 guests at the Guild feast in St. Andrew’s Hall and upwards of 

500 attended the Ball at the Assembly Rooms …’.  In 1835, ‘Guild day was celebrated in 

Norwich for the last time. The Civic Procession to the Cathedral was headed by the regalia 

borne by the respective officers on horseback, Snap made his final appearance … eight hundred 

people attended the Guild feast held in St. Andrew’s hall, and a Ball was given in the Assembly 

Rooms in the evening.’ 

 
The Municipal Corporation Act put an end to this. Similar processional customs were 

discontinued throughout the country, such as that of the Byzant at Shaftesbury – perhaps 

related to civic unrest resulting from recent agricultural riots elsewhere in the country. 

However, this was not the end of Snap’s involvement in Norwich’s merrymaking. He and his 

whifflers continued to make sporadic appearances until the 1850s when Snap and the costumes 

went to the Museum, emerging for pageants to celebrate George V’s silver jubilee in 1935 and 

the Festival of Britain in 1951. 

 

Plough Monday-related custom in the district ought to be noted here. However, we need to 

bridge the gap between the pre-Reformation reports of plough lights with instances of much 

later molly dancing (‘hummy’ dancing in the case of Thetford), but this must be put by for 

another day! The Norwich Shitwitches (later Kitwitches) were formed taking inspiration from 

this, and naming themselves after seeing an entry in Hazlitt’s ‘Dictionary of Faiths & Folklore’. 

In an effort to authenticate themselves within the local community, one of the team came 

across an eighteenth century reference in the Norfolk Record Office (NRO) which read: ‘In 

Christmas time, and especially on Plough Monday, several men dress themselves in women’s 

clothes, and go from house to house a-dancing along with [music] where they beg for money. 

These are called kitwitches.’ (William Arderon’s Papers NRO Ms. 555 fol. 242v; I am told there 

was a misreading of the letter ‘k’ for ‘sh’ when the reference was initially viewed!) 

 

Mackerell’s account is the first one that describes how Snap was used. Obviously, a long way 

had progressed from the fifteenth century smoking/sparking model! The dragon is supported by 

the animator’s shoulders so that only his (or her) head appears, and its mouth made to open 

and close with a ‘snap’. The dragon’s body entirely covers the wearer’s torso, whose legs are 

hidden by a skirt hanging from the main frame. Its head is long and counterbalanced by an 

equally long tail. As Mackerell intimates, one of its functions was as entertainer, especially for 
children. 

 

With the dissolution of the civic procession in the 1830s, one might have thought that was the 

end of Snap. However, whilst the City itself wasn’t prepared to embrace the revelry of old, the 

suburbs did. Mock-mayoral processions took place in both Pockthorpe and Costessey. On my 

first visit to Norwich, a second dragon hung alongside the City dragon in the Castle Museum. 

This was the Pockthorpe dragon which was built by the Barrack Street citizens who formed a 

guild there around 1772, using the effigy in an annual procession.  

 

The ‘Norfolk Chronicle’ of June 1838 reported that the ‘Pockthorpe Guild was held in Norwich’. 

Their mayor, clad in a scarlet gown and accompanied by his ‘aldermen’, was sworn in with due 

ceremony, making a speech on the green at Patterson’s Cellar House in which he said, ‘he 

would endeavour to remove the duty off tea and sugar which was received with great cheering’. 

This went on until the First World War, and Richard Lane notes that,‘the boys used to dare the 

dragon’s snapping jaws by running under his mouth shouting “Snap! Snap! Steal a boy’s cap, 

give him a penny, and he’ll give it back”.’ At Costessey, the mayor-making was part of ‘Cossey 

Gyle’ (Costessey guild), of which two photographs are known in archives, together with the 

Mock Mayor and his other officers outside the Falcon Inn. This was a May Day celebration. 

Benjamin Gage gives no idea of the timespan this covered, but it was clearly extant before 

1880 when the Oddfellows were founded, which ultimately replaced the local lodge that 

sponsored the guild.  

 

In 1951, the Pockthorpe Snap came out of retirement to take part on a Norwich through the 

Ages procession as part of the local Festival of Britain celebrations. Photographs show him being 
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accompanied by whifflers. Dragons like Snap had to undergo a great deal of wear and tear 

during use, and required rebuilding or replacement. Another ‘Snap’ was found some time before 

1976 in what was Back’s wine bar in the Haymarket, and was given to the Museum for 

renovation. The exact chronology of these events awaits ratification by any researcher prepared 

to go through newspaper archives and tell the full story, including possible outings on days of 

national rejoicing, as at Salisbury in the case of Giant and Hobnob. 

  
There was a ‘Snap’ festival in 1976 instigated by the Norwich Junior Chamber of Commerce, 

and from that grew the current Lord Mayor’s Procession. Four snap dragons were made for this, 

one of which was remade by Peter Salt and made out of withies, paper and light canvas, and 

used by Kemp’s Men for Dancing England at the Derby Assembly Rooms in January 1983. It 

later made an appearance on BBC TV’s ‘Blue Peter’, before it was destroyed in a fire. A new 

model was afterwards made for the Lord Mayor’s Processions, until it was given to the Whifflers 

in the late 1990s. Even in its Tudor heyday, Snap was most likely repaired and/or replaced on a 

regular basis. The ‘old one’ in 1996 was over 20 years old and sagged fore and aft and had a 

heavy wickerwork structure. The present one used by the Whifflers is much lighter and was first 

used at the Mayor-making in 2009. 

 

Today, there are three Morris clubs in Norwich. Kemp’s Men were formed in 1956, having first 

practised in 1953. Norris ‘Win’ Winstone recalled: ‘Their first performance was at a folk evening 

at Chapelfield Gardens, Norwich in 1959. The side originally consisted of sixth formers, teachers 

and a groundsman, and danced Cotswold Sword and Boosbeck Sword (sic). It was well 

received. The musician was Win on mouth organ through an amplifier.’ The sword dance was 

remembered for Frank (Clayton) treading on Win’s wrist in the ‘double over’ of the sword dance. 

Today, they have incorporated their own compositions into their repertoire. Their man-animal is 

‘Eric’ the dragon (needless to say), although this is a dragon’s head and hood so that its bearer 

can stand upright, rather than a Snap-type figure with its head and neck forward of its bearer, 

and long tail as counterweight.  Golden Star Morris are named after the pub in Duke Street on 

the north side of the City Centre. They are a mixed side and dance ‘Cotswold’. Their horse is 

Champion ‘the Wonder Horse’ and also a dragon whose outings seem to be rare. The Norwich 

Kitwitches mentioned earlier were ‘active’ in 1993 and were formed by Jonathan Hooton and 

members of the two other Norwich teams, as a ‘molly dance’ team some time after or around 

the Seven Champions holding a workshop there. I am told that whilst the Champs were 
teaching Molly as Russell Wortley had taught them back in 1976, there was still a wish by those 

gathered to emulate the style evolved by my former team. 

 

There are also the 

Norwich Whifflers. A 

‘whiffler’ is defined as ‘an 

officer who went before 

processions to clear the 

way by blowing a horn or 

otherwise; hence a 

person who marches at 

the head of a procession ’  

 

Salisbury too had its own 

retinue of whifflers to 

clear the way for the 

giant and Hobnob.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Whifflers’ Snap,  St. Giles Pottergate arts centre 

(Photo: Flirby Frampton) 
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Another way of looking at their role is as ‘minders’ for the pageant to ensure a clear passage in 

the days before formal policing, crush barriers and such paraphernalia: Will Kemp needed their 

services upon entering Norwich in 1600. Whifflers accompanied Snap at the Festival of Britain 

pageant in Norwich in 1951, and the website indicates they came out again at the 1953 

Coronation. The ‘Whifflers’ themselves are not a dance troupe, although they costume 

themselves in regalia that could be interpreted as one. In their words: ‘The revival of the 

Whifflers as part of civic ceremonial began in 1996 and originated within the Norwich Society 
and supported by the then Lord Mayor, with the intention of preserving the heritage and old 

traditions associated with the civic ceremonies and office of the Lord Mayor of Norwich.  

 

One of the current Whifflers is a member of both the Norwich Society and Kemp’s Men of 

Norwich, another is a city Councillor. Friends of Norwich Museums paid for some of the 

costumes for use in the Museum by children, but as they are valuable they are seldom used. 

They are loaned to the Whifflers and Standard Bearers for civic occasions. The adult costumes 

were made locally and their costs were met by funds from a local charity.’ A better idea of these 

costumes can be gauged by from the photographs in Peter Salt’s booklet ‘Snap, the Norwich 

dragon’ and the Whifflers’ website. They also made their own replica of ‘Snap’ who today hangs 

suspended in the chancel in the arts centre at the deconsecrated St. Giles church in Pottergate. 

This is staffed by volunteers, so is not always open; times need to be checked before visiting. 

 
Returning to Will Kemp’s legacy. Various efforts have been made in the past for morris dancers 

to dance from London to Norwich. A relay of teams took part in one of these in 1977. ‘English 
Dance & Song’ has a photo of the East Saxon Sword men dancing a north-west processional 

between Ingatestone and Chelmsford on the sixth leg of twenty-five. In 1983, television 

personality and actor Chris Harris went round the provinces performing a one-man review as 

Will Kemp himself. I saw this at Ewshot village hall in Hampshire, and remember it as a 

commentary on the journey itself, the state of his blistered feet, musician, accomplices and 

spectators amidst a chain of witty banter. The book of the show gives Kemp’s biography and 

career on the London stage at the end of the Elizabethan age. In April 2000, six dancers (three 

from Norwich itself) and two local musicians, danced 132 miles over eight days with ‘support’ 

from others en route. In February 2011, Tom Clare of the Brackley morris dancers followed Will 

Kemp’s route to raise money for a local community project. The ‘Eastern Daily Press’ news 

report tells us that he was accompanied by someone dressed as a clown riding a unicycle and 

another dressed as a Jedi! (No, I’m not making this up!!) 

 

 

As noted before, Norwich’s 

dragons are recyclable, and 

the ultimate is ‘Klang’ which 

was made in the last ten 

years. He appeared at the 

Dancing England ‘revival’ at 

Sidmouth in 2005 deputising 

for ‘Eric’, the Kemp’s Men 

dragon. Backstage, I recall a 

metallic tourney horse with 

smoke emanating from its 

nostrils.  
One of the other teams 

present lent them a young 

dancer to take on the role of 

St. Margaret for the display 

by the group who call 

themselves Klang’s 

Entourage. 

 

 

The Whifflers’ Snap at the Dragon Festival, February 2011 

(Photo:Emily Frampton) 
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One suspects that, partly to encourage tourism and foster local interest at a slack time of year 

(and the February half-term!),  the Norwich Heritage Economic & Regeneration Trust (HEART) 

and Norwich 12 project funded their first ‘Dragon Festival’ in 2009 and again in 2011. The 

dragon as an emblem in the city is found on all kinds of mediaeval buildings including the 

cathedral and Dragon Hall museum. With the juxtaposition of the Chinese New Year, there were 

various initiatives taken to collate all kinds of ideas into one coherent festival, primarily aimed 

at children and their families. The 12-page programme produced in its initial year indicates its 
success, as the 40 pages for the 2011 festival list a greater range of activities.  

 

This year, Snap and his whifflers came out on one of the two Saturdays set aside in a show that 

included a Chinese dragon, Morris dancing from Kemp’s Men and Kings Morris (from Kings 

Lynn), as well as a display by one of the Minehead hobby horses. Peter Salt of both Kemp’s Men 

and the Whifflers also re-researched the historic material and published his own booklet which 

can be purchased from the Castle Museum and Jarrolds in the Tourist Information Centre at The 

Forum. And the tradition continues. Norwich has its own Lord Mayor’s Show, with processions 

and celebrations. In July 2011, Snap and the whifflers led the mayoral party behind the City of 

Norwich Pipe band. Long may it continue! 

 

Upon revisiting the Castle Museum in 

July 2008, I noted that both dragons no 

longer hang from the ceiling. The ‘civic’ 

Snap alone now has pride of place at 

ground level in a tableau depicting 

mediaeval Norwich. In April 2011, there 

was also a full-size skeletal model 

‘Snap’ on the same floor upon which 

children were asked to paint and glue 

‘scales’ to him when visiting – as well 

as colouring in outline pictures of Snap 

on A4 sheets provided. Surprisingly, 

the postcard you can buy in the shop 

still shows dragons suspended from the 

ceiling much as I saw them in 1969. 
Admission is a pound, if you visit one 

hour before closing. 

 

George Frampton 

October 2011 
This article is dedicated to the memory of the late Norris ‘Win’ Winstone MBE who helped me with 

background information. I also wish to thank Jonathan Hooton for feedback in compiling this article; Emily 

Frampton for being my eyes and ears in Norwich, and to Phil Heaton and Nicky Stockman for further help. 
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John Forrest, ‘The History of Morris Dancing, 1458-1750’ (1999, Cambridge: Clarke) 

Richard Lane, ‘Snap, the Norwich Dragon’ (1976, Norwich) 

Peter Salt, ‘Snap, the Norwich Dragon’ (2010, Norwich) 

Chris Harris, ‘Will Kemp – Shakespeare’s Forgotten Clown’ (1983: Waddesdon: Kylin Press) 

Susan Yaxley, ‘Kemp’s Nine Daies Wonder’ (1985, Dereham, Larks Press) 

Benjamin Gage, ‘Costessey – a Look into the Past’ (2003: Norwich) 

The Scribe, ‘Eight Days Wonder’ (2000: Dereham) 

 

Useful websites: 

http://www.freewebs.com/norwichwhifflers/index.htm 

http://www.btinternet.com/~djfalse/kemps/ 

http://www.kitwitches.co.uk/ 

http://www.goldenstarmorris.org.uk/HomePage.htm 

http://www.museums.norfolk.gov.uk/index.htm 

Model dragon, Norwich Castle Museum, April 2011 

Photo: Flirby Frampton 
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Len Berry of Kirtlington Morris 
 

I was very sorry to hear of the death, at the age of 82, on Christmas Day 2011 of my old friend 

Len Berry, latterly of Kirtlington Morris Men. 

 

Without the efforts of Len and his musician wife Barbara, the tradition within the village would 

never have been revived in 1980. It was their enthusiasm that really got it off the ground. In 

subsequent years the revival of the Morris, along with a continued extension to The Kirtlington 

Lamb Ale weekend, is a tribute to all their hard work and dedication. 

 

I first met the Berrys - known locally as the singing couple “The Portway Peddlars”, sometime 

around 1976. They were already running song evenings in the old wooden village hall, and I 
tried to persuade them to get a morris team going again. We talked about it many a time, but it 

was not until 1979, when Len was contacted by Paul Davenport, then of Green Oak Morris in 

Doncaster, that anything really happened. 

 

Paul’s team had begun dancing versions of the Kirtlington dances, and Paul had written a paper 

about these and the Lamb Ale. He pointed out, quite correctly, how important the Lamb Ale was 

within the annual Morris dancing calendar. Consequently, Paul brought Green Oak to Kirtlington 

on the Lamb Ale weekend in 1979 and I brought along The Adderbury Morris Men, and we 

danced around the village - mainly at the pubs!! We did this to try and foment interest in 

restarting a village team.  Len and Barbara ran their usual singing club in the village hall that 

weekend. 

 

 
Len was at the time leading the local Scout Troup, and 

very soon was able to recruit a sizable number of men 

and lads who were willing to try out the dancing. I 

agreed to teach them, using Paul’s notes as a starting 

point, and the team practised hard for a year and we 

all worked out how they wanted to dance, with Paul 

occasionally coming down from Yorkshire to see what 

progress was being made.  By the time the Lamb Ale 

weekend came around again in 1980, the team was 

ready to perform at least 5 dances, with Len acting as 

Squire and leader of the team.   

 

Len was never really a dancer - only performing one 

or two dances when really needed; but he was The 

Voice and Ambassador of the team, with Barbara a 

very willing and able musician, even composing tunes 

for dances as necessary. The weekend was a great 

success, and the team have been performing, growing 

the tradition and running the Lamb Ale ever since. 

 

 

Len Berry at Wheatley 1983 

(photo: Dillon Browne) 

 

We had lost touch since 1996, with them moving to Chirk in Wales and me moving to the USA, 

it was difficult to spend much time together. However, I have very fond memories of some of 
the times we spent together, most memorably Kirtlington’s trip to dance at The Marlboro Morris 

Ale in 1990, a trip that you could say changed my life forever. 
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Len Berry with Kirtlington at New York 1990 (photo: Dillon Browne) 

 

Len and Barbara also loved to sing, another thing we shared in common. To be in a circle of 

singers with Len was something you remembered, as he was a very large presence with that 

huge beard and voice, and I still sing a number of songs today I got from them. 

 

Last year I saw a photo of Len & Barbara at the 2010 Lamb Ale - both looking frail, but I am 

sure they were where they wanted to be with the team they helped to revive 30 years 

previously. I am only sad I could not have been there myself, as I am sad today at Len’s 

passing. 

 

My deepest sympathies go out to Barbara and the rest of the family; and the next time you see 

Kirtlington dance, please remember Len. 

 

Tim Radford 

January 2012 

 

♫♫  ♫♫  ♫♫  ♫♫  ♫♫ 
 

 

 
Error: Keith Chandler has pointed out that I inadvertently created a new dance form when I 

scanned in Roy Dommett’s memories of Tubby Reynolds in the last issue: “…Friendly Societies 

dancing with slaves” should, of course, have read “…..Friendly Societies dancing with staves” .
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Blacking up and “Border” Morris 
 
From1840 there was minstrel/coon dressing up, dancing weirdly in the States and within two to 

three years it was in the UK - from about 1845 to 1950, which saw the end of the Black and 

White Minstrel Show on television. It was a prominent form – in fact over 1860 to 1910 in 

England it was the prime form of entertainment. There were permanent troupes in theatres in 

London. In America it became a form of denigrating negroes – it became a way of taking the 

mickey out of them. In England it wasn’t the same; the problem was anything that thought of 

itself as entertainment ended up blacking its face.   

 

Despite many years of searching, I can’t find blacking up as being part of any of the English 
customs before 1840. One reason is that in the time of Walpole we had the Waltham Blacks. 

These were people (middle class because they had horses) who caused problems in the Royal 

Forest. From Great Windsor forest all the way down towards Portsmouth is the area in which 

the Waltham Blacks operated. Laws† were thus passed that if you were found at night with a 

black face you were thought to be a poacher without any other evidence. Those penalties were 

relaxed in 1823, by which time the morris was disappearing.  It is my opinion that the growth of 

molly, border and mummers in the nineteenth century and blacking up your face was not to 

avoid being recognised (if you think about it, modern troops like commandoes cover their faces 

to be not seen rather than not to be recognised) but to not be seen. Poaching rules in the 

early nineteenth century were to be not seen when you were out. 

 

What’s more, blacking your face is terrifying. I cannot believe that with people for whom it was 

a way of getting money (as for the mummers round here in Farnborough between the wars), 

the one thing you didn’t want to do if you visited the big houses was to frighten the kids or 

anyone else or you would get no money if you did that. There are many things about border 

morris today which have no connection whatsoever with the tradition. I’d like to mention that of 

12 collected dances there are 11 that aren’t done by anybody. Any border side you see is not 

doing collected border dances. They are all doing their own created dances. I’m not complaining 

-I think that’s great. I only complain if they claim it to be ancient. 

 

The strange thing about border morris is that sticks were 6 to 9 inches long –you have a bit just 

sticking out of the fist – clash the bit – don’t need a long stick if you’re just making a noise.  It’s 

been pointed out recently that for nineteenth century morris at no stage was there a need to be 

powerful. Everyone had a walking stick; most people had learnt to fight with sticks. You were 

not trying to impress people by bashing sticks together. That was all part of common life 

anyway. At Brands Hill police college there is a collected displays of truncheons – what we 

would call sticks. Most are painted badges of office, some as long as 18 inches. Staves were 

used as well.  In the end it is not a power weapon but precision – what the morris, particularly 

the border morris, were trying to impress upon people was their precision; the cleverness and 

togetherness of the bangs – none of these big swipes.  It shows how culture has changed in the 

meantime. What people do today is actually appropriate: I’m quite convinced if you just used a 

stick to do the same thing as clapping it wouldn’t be impressive at all. 

 

I mentioned about border sticks being short; the only people who had long sticks were 

Adderbury - and they were the only people whose dances don’t involve stepping. In other 

words, they were just standing, therefore could manipulate a long stick. The average morris 

stick these days is 3 feet long – half stick is about 18 inches. Traditionally in the South Midlands 

                                                
† Waltham Black Act, 1722. originated in response to an outbreak of organized poaching in Windsor Forest and near 

Waltham (Hampshire), and declared that to go abroad in woodland areas in disguise or with blackened face was a felony 

without benefit of clergy and punishable by death. 
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they were 2 feet long. A stick was commonly the leg of a chair - with turning – so you had a 

place to hold it by.  They were commonly painted; people were called upon to provide their own 

and fined if they didn’t. It is a change in culture – now people don’t have spare chair legs – you 

don’t have someone with a woodlathe who can turn it out for you. Some sides would have 

truncheons and at Bidford they had a ring at one end to allow a grip. 

 

The other thing is that when Alex Helm and his lot were collecting references to morris dancing 
in this country, he got his daughter to do a series of drawings of costumes that either illustrated 

or described people. I think David Jones (of Border Morris) has got a set of drawings as well. 

Rag jackets don’t feature - lots of ribbons on the jackets, loopy ribbons (like Forest of Dean) 

yes; rag jackets no! My mother’s father used to make rag rugs and he was known to have made 

a jacket. He also made little shovels. That sort of thing was common; you did it because you 

were so poor. I‘ve got viewfoils based on pictures I saw up in Cecil Sharp House. At Brimfield 

they actually wore costumes – one was a clown, one a policeman, one a man-woman. Again, 

nothing like the modern border side.  

 

The modern border side owes everything to John Kirkpatrick. The year Shropshire Bedlams 

turned up at Sidmouth for the first time (1977). several of us were wandering round to watch 

every show: quite an incredible experience. We had no idea that morris could look like that.  

 

In the same way for molly dancing; I went to workshops run by Russell Wortley - he did the so-

called feast dances and described how it was done – and we got the Seven Champions out of 

those. What I love is; we went to a town in Norfolk and local school kids (about a dozen schools 

around the town) had learnt the dances – we had a concert with a little bit of Molly in front of 

adoring parents – it was all in the style of Seven Champions. This year they ran a TV 

programme about the festival at Ramsey – towards Huntingdon – they all had the same stuff. It 

looks very good, but as far as one can tell absolutely nothing to do in style with the way it was. 

You can say the same about “northwest” morris – what was essentially a processional street 

dance is now nothing like a processional street dance. What used to be called a stage dance, 

where they would do the dance once through stationary, is now a set performance with several 

dances, like Preston Royal.  

 

Thanks to Sharp the idea exists that things were in a fixed format – 4 or 5 figures, chorus 
between each either the same or with progressively more difficult stepping. We have to 

emphasise that things move on; people when they write their brochures talk as though it’s not 

been changed for centuries. There are many things I think got missed.  

 
Roy Dommett 

In conversation with Beth Neill June 2009 

    

    

 

 

Only Hammersmith Morris could have rigged this one – their dance named 

Hammersmith Flyover and first danced 50 years ago was performed this month in 

celebration of that fact on……..the aforesaid flyover with not a vehicle in sight – just 

before it was reopened after renovation work! 
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The Way of the Morris 
 

The Way of the Morris is a film about an ancient tradition, shrouded in mysticism and legend. It 

introduces this tradition with a creation myth, draped with the animation and visuals of some 

native tribe, Native American perhaps, adorned with the ritualistic and the spiritual. Yet as the 

camera tracks through the long grass, it is not America we see, but another land whose natives 

are fiercely tribal, deeply ritualistic. The film, with the same wonderful sense of humour and 

equally deadly seriousness that it sustains throughout, is of course pulling our leg: we are with 

the natives of Britain and their particular sport, the Morris.  

 

Filmmaker Tim Plester and his camera follow the Adderbury Village Morris Men, a rural 

Oxfordshire side formed during the 1970s revival. He observes how the team dance (they use 
Janet Blunt’s records as their basis, eschewing Cecil Sharp); how it interacts with its 

community; how it’s rooted to the spirit and history of its location.  

 

Visually, it’s a treat - the cinematography is understated but quietly beautiful. And the 

intelligence with which the eye of the camera roves is matched by the script and interviews 

(Billy Bragg is a particular notable and entertaining interviewee), which are unafraid to tackle 

those big themes of heritage and society that, along with real ale, make the morris community 

tick. What’s more they do so with an open and imaginative mind, weaving fact and legend so as 

to expose the opportunity presented by morris’s patchy historical record. Morris becomes not a 

tradition without a long history but one with hundreds. 

 

But at the heart of this film is a personal story: Plester’s dad was amongst the founders of the 

side and his uncle is one of its most prominent members. We see a man who initially values 
morris dancing as something to see but not become too involved in, drawn closer and closer to 

it. An equally appropriate title for the film might be How I Learnt to Relax and Love Morris 

Dancing. 

 

The American documentary maker Ira Glass says that documentaries are all about a dialogue 

between the filmmaker and a subject – a good filmmaker knows how much of themselves to 

leave in. Most, he says, leave in too much. For Plester to make himself the centre of the film’s 

narrative arc, then, is a big risk. But boy does it pay off. It gives the film a story with an 

evolution and provides the sort of personal connection that a subject as social and communal as 

morris dancing really demands. When the emotional crux of the film comes in the form of the 

side’s pilgrimage to Flanders to pay their respects to the village morris men who lost their lives 

in the Great War, it is this personal connection that binds the themes of the films together: 

history, heritage, community. They are worth something because of how they touch the 

individual.  

 

Suffice to say The Way of the Morris is a superbly made and deeply affecting film. The question 

a lot of morris dancers and those involved in the community will be asking alongside this is: 

how well does it serve that community as a whole? That’s a difficult one. Certainly, there are 

things missing. A friend of mine commented, after we’d both seen it at Sidmouth Folk Week this 

summer, that the casual viewer might think the whole folk revival had been kick started by the 

men at Adderbury as we barely see another side in the whole film.  

 

And there’s another absence that is perhaps even more striking: women. The film brushes this 

aside by telling us the rules of the side stipulate that only men can be involved. For the sake of 

the Adderbury Village Morris Men, fair enough. But there’s a much broader sphere of 

involvement here that the film fails to acknowledge, and with it some interesting politics and 
conflicts are neglected. The film does not, of course, claim to offer a Morris Dancing 101. This is 

a personal portrait of one team of morris men, not an exploration to the whole art-form – but 

perhaps it could have found room for just a few extra nods, just to signpost those roads not 

taken. 
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On its own terms, and with its own unique perspective, The Way of the Morris is a superb 

documentary that stacks up well alongside both 2009’s comedy Morris: “A Life with Bells on” 

and this year’s BFI archive of folk customs “Here's a Health to the Barley Mow”. Morris dancing 

is proving an ever rich source of material for artists and filmmakers. And going by the quality of 

this latest offering, long may it continue to do so. 

 

Tom Moyser 
November 2011 

Dance with Dommett 
 

I attended the April workshop hosted by Great Western for Roy and had a wonderful time 

running through about a dozen Cotswold traditions. In conversation I mentioned that if he 
wanted to run a workshop nearer “home” than Exeter, we in Windsor Morris could probably 

organise something. Oh no he said, Great Western have got it sussed, and he had all his 

weekends planned out for the next couple of years. I should have known better.  About two 

weeks later there was a phone call – ‘can you organise me a weekend for autumn this year 

along the same lines as the Great Western one?’  Oh well – it was a challenge. I was so lucky, 

after much searching on the internet and looking at options such as youth hostels, I found a 

venue local to Roy’s home with accommodation including showers and a good sized hall. So, 

that was the hall but as to the date –all that was left was the end of October. Half term – good 

for some but not for others! Half my team were already booked up. A small but perfectly 

formed team of 3 Windsors emerged to run it (thank you Emma & Tracey).  Who else would 

come? Best signings were Mary Jo Searle, musician from the previous workshop and Mark 

Rogers, another “you name it, I’ll play it” type, who played whatever tune Roy threw at them – 

wonderfully.  Most important thing after the hall – get your music sorted! 
 

From the standpoint of an onlooker from the kitchen, it was a joy to watch a set of young and 

not quite so young strive to dance to the ceiling.  The downside was when they had to endure 

the cold showers prior to sloping off down to the pub, although by the time they returned I was 

able to tell them the heating had been fixed and they could now have a nice warm shower!  Oh 

dear though, on Sunday morning  how many dancers hobbled downstairs or arrived smelling of 

“Ralgex” – all that competitive capering had taken its toll! Undeterred, some danced to warm up 

and a diminished number danced through to the end. Roy knows how to exert a challenge – he 

kept Longborough to the last!  Three generations of Honeysetts were still there dancing at the 

end (Phil, Barry and Jack+ Laurence) – marvellous to get that turnout. 

 

And a few comments from those attending: 
� I found the experience very inspiring and totally exhausting over 3 days! Full of variety; a range of dance 

styles from Stave to Pagan with an overview of more traditional Cotswold. It was wonderful to see the 
young people performing at the top of their game over the weekend and I appreciated their tolerance of 
the limitations of more 'mature' members of the group. It's reassuring to know that Morris is in safe hands 
with the younger generation taking it to new levels. 

� The only time when you can experiment with over 6 dance styles, learn more history than eating an 

encyclopaedia and create a new Morris dance......from scratch. I had a fantastic weekend! 
� At the end of the event I was mentally exhausted; so much to absorb and remember!  Demonstration 

of each style, at slow speed, before the 'lecture' on it would have been a great help. 

� The pace was fast and perfect for the group and there was the right mix of dancing/lectures.  I 

found it very inspirational and enjoyable. 
 

The next one is pencilled in for April 2013! 

 
Beth Neill 

January 2012 
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Here’s a Health to the Barley Mow 

 

This fascinating DVD, produced by the British Film Institute and packed full of films covering a 

century of customs from the British Isles, is a wonderful thing. Two quotes from the Amazon 

website just about sum it up. 

 

“A great selection of very strange things. The bloke in the Guardian was right when he said it 

made you feel that wherever you were in the UK, the Wicker Man was just around the corner... 

The older stuff is the best.”  

 

“Unique. Some very old silent footage with music added is of particular interest, but it's all 

good. At least, I think it's good.“ 

 

The “older stuff” is, of course, interesting for its portrayal of a quite different time, but the more 

up-to-date footage has its own appeal. There are the customs: mad people playing various 

football-type games in and out of rivers in snowy weather, completely mad people running 

about with flaming tar barrels or whirling flaming masses of stuff around their heads, people 

throwing hot coins or pieces of pie. There are the dances: Cecil Sharp dancing in a garden and 
colliding with George Butterworth, Maud and Helen Karpeles morris dancing in gym slips, lots of 

sword dancing, the Bacup nutters. There are folk plays: old men, young lads, sword fights and 

sheep killing. And most touchingly, there is footage of ordinary people enjoying themselves in 

the pub, a thing which seems increasingly under threat nowadays. There are old newsreels, old 

home movies and short films made for public viewing. In short, there is something for 

everyone, 6 hours of it, more than 50 films.  

 

It is interesting to contrast the films from earlier periods with those nearer our own time. It 

seems all the participants in the football games of the 1920s were male and all were wearing 

hats. In later films there are women joining in and hats are few, despite the cold weather. In 

the film of 1930, the Bacup Coconut Dancers are not blacked up. The girls’ rapper team from 

Winlaton wear skirts which don’t look easy to “tumble” in and the camera seems reluctant to 

film them below the waist, in contrast to the boys’ team.  

 

The BFI have done a great job cleaning up these films and presenting them, with new 

accompaniments in the case of those without sound. Three folk musicians have been drafted in 

to provide accompanying music, and a splendid job they have done. The extreme sports have 

wonderful tunes to complement them. Accompanying the dancing was obviously more of a 

challenge, especially when the films jump. The musicians have made a great effort to 

synchronise their playing with what goes on in the film; the film of Grenoside in 1927 is the 

exception that proves the rule – here the break gets out of time with the music. The music was 

provided by fiddle or melodeon; it would have been nice to have a concertina playing when 

there is one on the film.  

 

The dancing is mostly sword dancing and step dancing, with some Cotswold Morris, the 

wonderful Bacup Coconut Dancers and a glimpse of some North West Morris (or fluffy morris) at 

the May Day celebrations at Knutsford and Llandudno. The customs are covered by newsreels, 

home movies and beautiful short films, some commissioned by the BFI itself. I particularly liked 

“One Potato, Two Potato” – filmed in an understatedly “natural” fashion on the post-war 

bombsites of London, although the film of the Symondsbury Mummers Play was also very good 

(and also somewhat unsynchronised with the sound occasionally – was this a fault in the 

original film?). The more “artistic” films have a rather dated air. It is astonishing to think that to 

my children the films from the 1950s are as far before their time as the football games of the 

1920s are before mine. 
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The DVD comes with a booklet containing interesting pictures and write-ups, but it’s hard to see 

what audience it is aimed at. A firmer editorial hand would have made it more useful. It doesn’t 

have much to say on the subject of filming generally and the background to each item is 

inconsistently presented. The write-ups for each item vary from a few words to lengthy 

explanations which sometimes sound like Arthur Dent and Ford Prefect critiquing Vogon poetry 

in “The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy” (‘counterpoint the surrealism of the underlying 
metaphor’). Frustratingly, the longer write-ups tend to be about well-known customs such as 
the Helston Furry Dance and the Abbot’s Bromley Horn Dance, while more obscure customs 

continue to be obscure. The pictures scattered throughout the booklet don’t relate to the items 

they illustrate – they seem to be a random selection from the EFDSS archives (mostly of sword 

dancers), but are not captioned.  

 

There doesn’t seem to be any explanation of why the films presented were chosen. Does this 

selection include all the “folky” films in the keeping of the BFI? Is there likely to be a Barley 

Mow II? It seems that the BFI have been surprised by the interest in this film. At the 

presentation at the Sidmouth Folk Festival the DVD was selling like hot cakes. It certainly 

leaves one wanting more, if there is more.  

 

So overall, a great collection, rather let down by the booklet. But perhaps I’m being too picky 

and expecting a museum catalogue. Not having seen any other BFI collections, I can’t say 

whether this is the usual standard. Perhaps for a non-folk audience the booklet would be 

sufficient. For a folky it is a bit frustrating in that it doesn’t explain the more obscure customs 

more fully and for a historian it’s annoying not to be told a bit more about early filmmaking 

generally and the Topical Film Company, for instance. So, BFI, when you do the next collection 

more about the provenance, please! 

 

Christine Dover 

November 2011 
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Playing the “MusicPlaying the “MusicPlaying the “MusicPlaying the “Music----Over” for the ‘Health                                                      Over” for the ‘Health                                                      Over” for the ‘Health                                                      Over” for the ‘Health                                                      
To The Barley Mow’To The Barley Mow’To The Barley Mow’To The Barley Mow’    DVDDVDDVDDVD  

 
There are many things that would be awesomely cool to do. I have wanted to play live for a 

movie ever since I learnt that in the days before sound-on-film technology existed, cinemas 

would have an organist playing live for the films. You can imagine my excitement a few years 

ago when a number of archive films were screened at the BFI and I was invited to play for the 
Kinora Spools, short silent clips of Maud & Helen Karpeles and George Butterworth dancing 

morris.  

 

The Kinoras are extracts, often starting and finishing mid-figure, with the film clumsily edited to 

avoid repetitions of choruses and show the maximum amount of material in the minimum 

amount of film. Not only that, the speed of the film itself isn’t entirely constant, presumably due 

to the occasional missing frame. Once you’ve got your head round this, it’s surprisingly similar 

to playing for live morris, when the exchange between dance and musician is still tangible. 

Needless to say a lot of rehearsal preceded that gig!  

 

Earlier this year I was delighted to receive a request to record on the new set of films the BFI 

were editing, to include many archive clips of morris, sword, and customs from across the 

British Isles. Dan Quinn, Pete Cooper and I were all recorded on the new soundtrack. Many of 

the films, such as the May Day Customs, were edited segments for which the original 

soundtrack has been lost. I improvised soundtracks, including fragments of (hopefully) 

appropriate traditional tunes. I also played for a selection of dance clips, some more easily 

identifiable than others (and thankfully Vaughan Williams Memorial Library and Chris Metherell 

did that job).  

 

Other than the team or tradition and chorus, it’s often anyone’s guess which dance is filmed. 

Long or distinctive figures may provide extra clues, although the filmmakers habit of turning the 

camera off for the choruses – and during the repeat in double jigs - doesn’t help!! You’d have 

thought the rhythm in which the dancers appear to be moving is also a key clue to the tune in 

yet another sidestep and half-hey dance? No always so! On a number of occasions when I had 

worked out they were dancing in 6/8, did the recording using one tune, then watched it back in 

the editing suite to realize instantly that they were definitely in 4/4! Great fun though! 
 

I do have a confession however. Having played for the Kinoras the previous year, and being a 

little tied up in preparations for “Must Come Down” this summer, I failed to practise before 

getting into the studio. Anyone who’s already seen the films won’t have failed to notice the 

complete pig’s ear made of Maud’s slows during Princess Royal, or the appearance of Old Molly 

Oxford instead of Molly Oxford for George Butterworth. No excuses as I had the correct tunes 

from the library, played them (spot on) live at the BFI and both dancers are great to play for, 

particularly Butterworth. Naturally I am furious with myself and apologise profusely for the 

mess it makes of an otherwise fabulous package. It’s only the morris enthusiasts that’ll notice – 

but then who else will care?!  

 

It’s an excellent set of films and it was a real privilege to have the opportunity to be part of it. It 

was both challenging and fun playing for all the films and there’s some awesome stuff in there! 
Well worth watching – although I suggest that during the Kinoras you turn the sound off and 

have a go at ‘sing your own soundtrack’. 

 

Laurel Swift 

January 2012 
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The Olympics?  We’re better off out of it. 
 
While the three Morris associations fume and foam about not being invited to participate in the 

opening of the Olympics that other great bastion of English tradition – bell-ringing – are as I 

understand refusing to get involved even though they have been asked.   

 

The idea is that, as part of the musical celebrations, everyone should ring their bells for three 

minutes on the morning of the opening celebrations.  I am not sure how this constitutes “music” 

but it certainly shows a complete lack of knowledge about church-bell ringing.  My own 

knowledge is only a little deeper than just watching those two programmes last December but 

even I know that ringing for so short a time is impractical. 

 

Their reason as I heard it is that the opening of the Olympics is not a suitable occasion to ring 

bells.  Of course this is not to say that bell-ringers won’t participate, only that the association 

will not organise or promote it on a national basis.  However, it does leave an opening for Morris 

sides.  Perhaps they could gather around the local church tower and “shake a leg” or dance a jig 

on the tower roof.  Perhaps we could even arrange a Morris Ring! 

 

My own feeling is that Morris is better off outside the Olympic arena.  If we were to be involved 

it would have to be big, spectacular and well-rehearsed.  On the basis of what I have seen even 

at the big festivals we just would not be able to do it: 

 

• My first fear is that we would not be able to find enough young, fit Morris dancers to fill 

the arena, certainly not enough who could dance to a decent standard to want to show it 

to an international audience; 

• My second is that we could never get enough of them together who know the same 

tradition to be able to dance together to the same tune played at the same tempo (our 
foreman reckons he can’t even find six); 

• My third is that we could never get enough of them together in one place at one time to 

make a rehearsal worthwhile.  As any bagman will tell you it is hard enough getting eight 

– twelve people who all live locally together for a practice – without trying to get 

hundreds together from across the country. 

Let’s face it – Morris is not a big stage spectacle.  It works because it is set and performed 

within a context.  Whether it is outside (or inside) a pub, at a school fete, local carnival or town 

square, it is essentially a small scale performance set within a local context.  There are some 

big Morris events such as the Rochester Sweeps and Hastings Jack-in-the-Green but to be 

honest the spectacle as far as the public is concerned comes from the colour, music and 

atmosphere rather than the overall quality of the dancing.  We do not have a Morris version of 

“Riverdance” and what shows exist that involve serious Morris dancing are only done at Folk 

Festivals or to Folk audiences.  I don’t think even the Demon Barber Roadshow have considered 
a West End run.   

 

Tourists come to Britain for many reasons; I doubt a desire to see Morris dancing is one of 

them.  Admittedly they like Morris dancing when they see it and consider it one of those 

peculiar English things like cream teas, red post boxes and unarmed policemen in funny 

helmets.  I have found though that their real interest is to have their photo taken with a Morris 

dancer rather than to watch the dance.  If we really want a presence at the Olympics it ought to 

be as a series of cardboard cut-outs that people can pose against.  

 

All this is not to say that Morris sides can’t or shouldn’t participate in the Olympic celebrations.  

Just because the bell ringers’ national association is refusing to organise one aspect of the 

festivities does not mean that ringing teams will not be involved in local events such as those to 

mark the progress of the Olympic torch.  Local church towers will be ringing out to mark local 
celebrations and this is where Morris belongs too – in the local community.  When communities 

celebrate they expect their church bells to ring and their Morris dancers to dance. It would seem 
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rather small-minded of us if we take our bells and leave the party simply because we can’t have 

our moment of glory in the Olympic stadium.   

 

Instead of moaning to the national press Morris sides should be talking to their local councils, 

chambers of commerce etc to find out what events are being planned locally to commemorate 

the 2012 Olympics and making sure that they and other local dance groups are part of it.   

 
For the last few years we have allowed ourselves to live a dream: of seeing Morris on the 

national, even international, stage.  I don’t think it was ever going to be a reality and if it did 

happen, either at the Olympics or as a West End show, most Morris dancers would probably 

view it as a travesty of what Morris dancing is actually about.  Nor would it be of any long-term 

benefit.  Dance crazes come and go and a sudden interest in Morris would only last until the 

next craze hit. 

 

Anyway, if they did have Morris dancing at the Olympics opening it would not be you or me 

dancing it.  They would get in trained dancers who are used to staying sober, doing what they 

are told the way they have been shown and smiling while they do it! 

 

Long Lankin 

December 2011 

 

 

 

  

 

From 'The Times', Wednesday 11 Jan 2012 

 

Thoughts on how to make morris more popular: 

 

 “Conduct” a “survey” The “survey” will probably find that morris dancers have better sex, lower 

blood pressure and BMI and perform better at memory-related tasks than any group apart from 

millionaire Buddhist marathon runners. Just keep Ben Goldacre away from “it”. 

 

And if all else fails, ban morris dancing. Once Anonymous get on board, tentloads of students will 

occupy village greens in protest across the nation. 

 

 

On the Olympics: 

 

Barry Goodman, president of the Morris Federation, has said: ‘Although making encouraging 

noises, there has been no word from Olympic organisers inviting morris teams to take part. 

There are some very fine young teams whose talent and spectacle would amaze any audience, 

particularly a worldwide TV one. The opening ceremonies should celebrate the diversity of 

cultures in this wonderfully multicultural country of ours – but a place should be reserved for 

our national dance.’  

 

Hear, hear! 
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